ProMetrix - Fact Sheet
ProMetrix is a web-based dashboard solution that displays
key performance indicators (KPIs), ideally suited to further
education colleges, training providers, adult learning and local
authorities.
Consolidating data from multiple systems to a single location,
ProMetrix empowers decision makers displaying the right
information in an attractive and concise format, to work
smarter and make decisions faster.
ProMetrix is our web-based dashboard which
gives you access to your organisation's KPIs in a
user-friendly format. The comprehensive suite
of reports, aggregates data from the ProSuite
and third-party solutions. Reports are displayed
as gauges or charts on the dashboard which is
easily configurable to suit your bespoke needs.
Developed in partnership with our customers,
ProMetrix ensures each of your users has a
personalised dashboard displaying significant
information relevant to their role within the
college.
The product includes a suite of reports based
on key areas of the system ensuring that staff
can immediately see data about the learners
they educate. The reports are based on data
from the Facility database but can also include
data from other systems including spreadsheets
ensuring the data that teachers need is viewable
from one single place.

In addition schools can chose to build their own
reports which are displayed as gauges or charts
on the dashboard. General users can see the
reports that have been selected and configured
be the administrator giving a uniform view
of data to staff. Advanced users can produce
personalised dashboards tailored to their role
in school displaying significant information. The
report viewer can be opened from each report
to allow the data to be interrogated further, this
can include drill through to other reports giving
a user great insight.The reports are displayed as
gauges or charts on the dashboard.

“ProMetrix has been
well worth the money
spent and has saved
the department a lot of
development time.”
Andrew Luck > IS
Development, Analysis &
Reporting Manager >
Oaklands College

Key Points
>> A stylish web-based dashboard - The
appearence of the dashboard can be
customised using a series of in-built themes
and by displaying your school logo.
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>> Easy to Use & Roll out - The administrator
can quickly create a dashboard using the
included reports and roll it out to all users.
Further reports can easily be added overtime.
Different dashboards can be created for
different types of user (eg. SMT, Heads of
Department etc.)Enabling administrators to
grant access to specific applications through
activation keys.
>> Includes a Comprehensive Suite of Reports
- from key areas of the system including
attendance, behaviour and assessment.
These reports are immediately ready to be
added to a user’s dashboard.
Components
The ProMetrix system consists of two
components:
>> Dashboard - This web application displays
a user’s personalised dashboard. Up to 16
reports can be displayed at any one time.
Only reports that a user has permission to
view are shown.Enabling administrators to
grant access to specific applications through
activation keys.
>> Admin Utility - The reports, data sources,
permissions and system settings to be
managed - reports are managed using
the report builder in the admin utility of
ProMetrix.
Comprehensive suite of reports
ProMetrix includes a suite of quality reports
from key areas such as achievement, retention,
attendance and pass rates. These are
immediately ready to be added to a user’s
dashboard and are kept up-to-date with
each product release. Improve data surfacing
within your organisation for all of your staff,
highlighting key reports and analysis to improve
learning outcomes. Take corrective action
earlier to prevent small issues becoming larger
problems.

Drill down capabilities
Allow staff to drill-down through the data from
a high-level aggregated indicator on a gauge or
chart, right down to the individual information
that contributes to the top-level number. The
report viewer can be opened from each and
every report to allow the data to be interrogated
further. Export data to PDF, Excel and Word
for further analysis or sharing within your
organisation.
Intelligent dashboards
The reports within ProMetrix are displayed as
gauges or charts on the dashboard. General
users will see the reports selected and
configured by the administrator. Advanced users
can configure their own dashboards. Dashboard
configuration includes, selecting and positioning
reports and applying criteria. This allows a user
to have a personalised dashboard displaying
significant information relevant to their role
within the organisation whether that be MIS
Director, Principal, Teacher, Curriculum Manager
etc.
Benefits
>> Make smarter decisions and act faster - View
graphs and charts via intelligent dashboards
showcasing your organisations data in realtime to make decisions and take action faster.
>> 3rd part integration - Display key information
from your ProSuite solutions and all third
party data sources.
>> Personalised dashboard - Customise your
dashboard with a series of different tabs and
add your organisation's logo.
>> Available on multiple devices - Access your
KPIs wherever you are on PC, Laptop, mobile
or tablet.
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